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Security Context Transfer for Handoffs
Mi Young Yun, Jung Mo Moon, Jaesun Cha and Sang Ho Lee

ETRI

1. Problem Statement

The purpose is to describe the security context for handoff and define primitives that could
be exchanged between the BS and the NCMS entities.
After handover procedure is done, the network re-entry is processed as described in [1].

For the fast handoff, a target BS needs to have an MS information served in a previous
serving BS. Section 14.5.9.1.1 describes the handover context which is shared between the
serving BS and the target BS for re-establishment of MS connections. However, it does not
provide the specific attributes which should be transferred. In this contribution, we focus on
the security information which is a set of parameters related to a security key which gives a
way to secure communication. This information should be handled carefully and securely, so
it has to be transmitted not to candidate target BSs but to a real target BS only.
In this contribution, we define context transfer primitives for security information through

the NCMS entity and describe the security information needed by a target BS. This proposal
makes it possible to perform the authentication after handoffs as specified in the remainder of
this document.

2. Summary of the Proposed Remedy

The security information needs to be transferred not to candidate target BSs but to actual
target BS. The decision to choose a target BS which an MS moves to is made in a MOB HO
IND message.

The security information which could be required in a target BS is as follows.

- PMK context
 PMK or MSK
 PMK sequence number

- TEK context
 TEK
 TEK key lifetime
 TEK sequence number
 CBC Initialize Vector
 SAID

- GTEK context
 GKEK
 GKEK lifetime
 GKEKKID

- SA descriptor
 SAID
 SA-type
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 SA service type
 Cryptographic-Suite

The PMK or MSK which is the product of EAP exchange could be managed the
authentication related node such as an AAA server, but the TEK and GTEK is created and
applied in a BS only. The HO process optimization TLV gives information about re-entry
process management messages that may be omitted during the handover. Both TEK and
GTEK could be transmitted to the target BS or not according to the HO process optimization
TLV settings.

Many of scenarios are possible in order to transmit the security information according to
which node provides it and which key information should be transferred.
We give three examples which could be occurred.
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BS

Ta rg e t
BS

AAA
s e rve r

HO s ta rt

Co n te xt Tran s fe r

NCMS

Con te xt Tran s fe r

HO s ta rt
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Co n te xt Tran s fe r

Figure 1. the security information provided by the serving BS
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Figure 2. The security information provided by an AAA server
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Figure 3. The security information requested by a target BS

In this contribution, we define 4 primitives to support security context transfer for handoffs
between BS and access network (NCMS) which could be applied to various security context
transfer scenarios.

Primitive Direction Primitive Contents
Context Transfer.indication BS <-> NCMS Serving BS ID, Target BS ID, MS ID,

Security Information
Context Transfer.confirmation BS <-> NCMS Serving BS ID, Target BS ID, MS ID,

Result Code
Context Transfer.request BS -> NCMS Serving BS ID, Target BS ID, MS ID
Context Transfer.response BS <- NCMS Serving BS ID, Target BS ID, MS ID,

Security Information, Result Code
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3. Proposed Text Changes

14.5.5 Security Management

[Insert section 14.5.5.4 as follow]
14.5.5.4 Security for Handoffs

In the handover procedure, if an MS tries to process the network re-entry to a target BS, but
the target BS has not an MS information, then the target BS may request the MS information
to a serving BS and the serving BS may give a response of it.
Figure 1 shows the context transfer primitives initiated by a serving BS between a BS and an
NAS entity in NCMS as follows

Serving BS

MOB-HO-IND

NCMS

HO Start

Context Transfer .indication

Context Transfer.confirmation

Target BS

Context Transfer.confirmation

Context Transfer.indication

C
_
S
A
P

C
_
S
A
P

Figure 1. Context transfer primitives initiated by a serving BS

If an MS tries to process the network re-entry to a target BS, but the target BS has not an MS
information, then the target BS may request the MS information to a serving BS and the
serving BS may give a response of it. Figure 2 shows the context transfer procedure initiated
by a target BS between a BS and an NCMS entity as follows

Figure 2. Context transfer primitives initiated by a target BS
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14.5.5.4.1 Service Primitives

14.5.5.4.1.1Context Transfer.indication

14.5.5.4.1.1.1 Function
This primitive is issued by the serving BS in order to request the NCMS entity that the
security context of the MS be forward to the target BS in order to re-establish the existed
connection in the target BS. In addition, this primitive is forwarded from the NCMS to the
target BS in order to give it the MS information.

14.5.5.4.1.1.2 Semantics of the Service Primitives

The parameters of the primitives are as follows:
Context Transfer.indication
{
Serving BS ID
Target BS ID
MS ID
Security Information
}

MS ID
48-bit unique identifier used for user identification between BS and NCMS

Serving BS ID
Base station unique identifier of the serving BS (same as in the DL-MAP)

Target BS ID
Base station unique identifier of the target BS (same as in the DL-MAP)

Security Information
The information negotiated during PKM procedure. It presents when the
information could be provided.
PMK or MSK, PMK sequence number, TEK, TEK key lifetime, TEK sequence
number, CBC Initialize Vector, SAID, GKEK, GKEK lifetime, GKEKKID,
SAID, SA-type, SA service type and Cryptographic-Suite

14.5.5.4.1.1.3 When generated
This primitive is issued by a BS when the handover procedure is successfully processed and
after the HO start primitive is forwarded by the BS or the NCMS entity forwards the security
context to the target BS.

14.5.5.4.1.1.4 Effect of receipt
The NCMS entity forwards the Context Transfer.indication to the target BS or another NCMS
entity. Or the target BS could communicate securely with the MS which moves from other
BSs.

14.5.5.4.1.2 Context Transfer.confirmation

14.5.5.4.1.2.1 Function

This primitive is issued by the target BS in order to response the Context Transfer.indication.
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14.5.5.4.1.2.2 Semantics of the Service Primitives
The parameters of the primitives are as follows:

Context Transfer.confirmation
{
Serving BS ID
Target BS ID
MS ID
Result Code
}

MS ID
48-bit unique identifier used for user identification between BS and NCMS

Serving BS ID
Base station unique identifier of the serving BS (same as in the DL-MAP)

Target BS ID
Base station unique identifier of the target BS (same as in the DL-MAP)

ResultCode
The result of context transfer procedure

14.5.5.4.1.2.3 When generated
This primitive is issued by the target BS when the Context Transfer.indication is successfully
completed.

14.5.5.4.1.2.4 Effect of receipt
This primitive informs the result of context transfer for the handover

14.5.5.4.1.3 Context Transfer.request

14.5.5.4.1.3.1 Function
After the successful handover procedure, the Target BS can re-establish the session
information of MS in old BS.

14.5.5.4.1.3.2 Semantics of the Service Primitives
The parameters of the primitives are as follows:

Context Transfer.request
{
Serving BS ID
Target BS ID
MS ID
}

MS ID
48-bit unique identifier used for user identification between BS and NCMS

Serving BS ID
Base station unique identifier of the serving BS (same as in the DL-MAP)

Target BS ID
Base station unique identifier of the target BS (same as in the DL-MAP)
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14.5.5.4.1.3.3 When generated
This primitive is issued by the target BS to request the NCMS entity of the MS’s handoff
context information.

14.5.5.4.1.3.4 Effect of receipt
The NCMS entity returns the context information of the requested MS.

14.5.5.4.1.4 Context Transfer.response

14.5.5.4.1.4.1 Function

This primitive is issued by the target BS in order to response the Context Transfer.request.

14.5.5.4.1.4.2 Semantics of the Service Primitives
The parameters of the primitives are as follows:

Context Transfer.response
{
Serving BS ID
Target BS ID
MS ID
Result Code
}

MS ID
48-bit unique identifier used for user identification between BS and NCMS

Serving BS ID
Base station unique identifier of the serving BS (same as in the DL-MAP)

Target BS ID
Base station unique identifier of the target BS (same as in the DL-MAP)

ResultCode
The result of context transfer procedure

Security Information
The information negotiated during PKM procedure
PMK or MSK, PMK sequence number, SAID, SA-type, SA service type and
Cryptographic-Suite

14.5.5.4.1.4.3 When generated
This primitive is issued by the NCMS entity when the context transfer is successfully
completed.

14.5.5.4.1.4.4 Effect of receipt
This primitive informs the result of context transfer for the handover
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